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"FIRST PROOF OF HUMAN ENGINEERING IN 
THE BAHAMAS...” Dick Is sure he has 
discovered the long sought for Fountaln of Youth. 
FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH REDISCOVERED?

Dick Wingate, Baltimore, Maryland, explorer 
expects publication soon of his extraordinary 
account THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH BREAK- 
THROUGH. He says the healthful, rejuvenating 
font does indeed exist, a short distance from the 
Island of North Bimini in the Bahamas, not far 
from a massive set of buildings lying in twenty- 
five feet of water off the island’s east coast.

“Building stones and columns can be seen in 
the water,” Wingate writes, “near the white 
house on the old Lyon’s estate. The fountain flows 
a short distance away in fifteen feet of sand,” he 
goes on. “The remains of a thirty-foot square 
bathing pool surrounds the bubbling, highly radio- 
active, mineral rieh water.”

Wingate took up the quest in 1954. Then in 
1970, ‘Gory 0’ Loughlin, President of the
Southern California chapter of the American 
Society of Dowsers got Verne Cameron and Dick 
Wingate together. The master Dowser with his 
Aurameter divined maps for Wingate. One was a 
nautical chart of Bimini. Cameron selected a point 
in a cay close to a mangrove swamp, where he was 
sure the mythical Fountain of Youth could be 
found.

Cameron at the time wasn’t aware of Edgar 
Cayce’s earlier prediction that such a fountain 
would be discovered at the site of an ancient 
temple, close to Bimini, and that it sank beneath 
the sea some 12,000 years ago; nor did Cameron 
know that Miami museum curator, Manson Valen
tine, previously found what appeared to be the 
temple in 1968, exaetly as Cayce had predicted.

THE LATE VERNE L. CAMERON, MASTER 
DOWSER.REMOTE LOCATOR.. .(photo was 
taken about 1950 on the shore of Lake Elsinore, 
Calif.) Cameron’s map Dowsing and on-site fInd
ings correlated in large measure with Edgar Cayoe 
readings and other knowledge Dick Wingate had 
on hand. Cameron's uncanny, Dowsing abilltles 
led to the discovery of the fabled, Fountain of 
Youth issuing from a sub-sea, walled enclosure.

Single Copy $1.00
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CAMERON-WINGATE FIND 
VITAL SPRINGS OF LIFE

When Spanish explorer, Ponce de Leon visited 
Florida in 1513, Arawak, Lucayan Indians 
described a certain magical fountain to him. They 
said the spring so rejuvenated one Indian that he 
fathered several children in his old age. “The 
Fountain of Youth could be found on the island 
‘Bouica’ (Agnaneo), many leagues from Spain, 
where lies a running spring of marvelous virtue, 
when drunk, maketh owlde men yonge againe.” 
Unfortunately for Ponce de Leon an Indian arrow 
pierced his lung ending his life and the search in 
1521.

Dick Wingate, writes of Melanie Freeman, a 
woman pilot who claimed she found the lost 
fountain in 1925. Melanie supposedly tasted fresh 
water coming up from within a walled area near 
the shore in Bimini. She said the wall was 
constructed of peculiarly inscribed stones. Dick 
believes covering layers of sand through the
years have obscured the fountain’s obvious 
location, eluding the eyes of seekers down 
through time.

A short time after Wingate and Verne 
Cameron arrived in Bimini, they surveyed the 
general locale in a motorboat. Presently Cameron, 
aurameter in hand, leaped from the boat into 
shallow water and began to zero in on what he 
described as a forcefleld of energy, registering on 
the instrument as a thirty foot square area. “It’s 
the true fountain,” exclaimed the shouting 
Cameron. He observed fresh water coming up in 
the sea from what he described as a series of 
jagged, sub-strata fissures running in North and 
South lines. Cameron said drilling into the 
marked location would yield fresh 81° to 96° 
thermal water. The Dowsing mentor also 
delineated the boundary of a rectangular building, 
referred to by Edgar Cayce in an earlier reading. 
Wingate and a friend, Trig Adams, later lowered 
a testing mechanism into the sea, obtaining a 
fresh water sample, which after analysis showed 
great promise.

Frances Farrelly, talented Florida Dowser, a 
psychic mentioned only as “Bob,” and Verne 
Cameron, comprised the team leading Dick to the 
fabled fountain. Edgar Cayce, according to 
reports, said Bimini in the Bahamas, forty-two 
miles off the coast of Miami, was one of the 
highest points on the sunken continent of 
Atlantis; and that the Lost Fountain of Youth 
with its healing waters rejuvenated Atlanteans in 
ancient times. Wingate’s research turned up 
several well-known seekers, among them, 
Thomas Jefferson, who valued Virginia’s White 
Sulphur Springs so much he asked the state to 
purchase the healing, hot mineral site for the good 
of the people.

(continued on page 3)
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SHADOW PYRAMID appears from one point of 
view In camera closeup shot of Dr. Ray Brown’s 
Bermuda Trlangle, Subsea Pyramid Crystal, [see 
Pyramid Guide #18 July-August '75 artlclel. The 
mysterious artlfact, believed of ancient — 
possibly Atlantean — origln, has attracted world- 
wlde Interest since revelatlon of Its discovery war* 
made by Dr. Brown In March 1975-

CRYSTALS AND PYRAMIDS, 
A CURIOUS CONNECTION

THE MITCHELL-HEDGES, CRYSTAL 
SKULL was found in Honduras near a pyramid in 
1927.

Dr. Derald Langham, Ph.D. (GENESA), of 
Fallbrook, Calif. sees the large-scale, tubulär, 
open-frame pyramid, and similar geometric forms 
as step-in-to crystals, resembling those where 
living energies spiral through in natural growth 
patterns. Rev. Tony Benik, of Los Angeles, Calif. 
recently reported /an expeditionary discovery of a 
giant, eleven room pyramid found in 10,000 feet of 
water on the Atlantic ocean floor. He described a 
huge pulsating crystal mounted atop the massive 
stone monument. The group search also produced 
an opaque crystal tablet discovered in the 
vicinity. When a light was beamed through the 
tablet some mysterious inscriptions immediately 
became visible.

Frank Dorland, Santa Barbara, Calif. bio- 
crystallographer says: “The crystal itself is like a 
radio that hasn’t been plugged in: It needs an 
owner-operator.” Dorland notes that clear, 
transparent crystals are of electronic quality. 
“Crystal is alive, it can be grown,” he says. The 
crystal expert recalls an incident he encountered 
with the Crystal Skull. “It would turn cloudy with 
certain people around,” says Frank, “and later on, 
after they left, the skull would clear up again." 
Dorland says it’s extremely sensitive to vibra
tions. “Crystal has a Computer storage quality 
memory. It can be a programmed conducter- 
retainer. Glass doesn’t do this,” he adds.

Dr. Ray Brown, Mesa, Arizona, Naprapath: 
“The pyramids inside my crystal ball (see photo 
above), are like grids and appear to be directional 
plates or tuners for thought transmission.” 
(continued on page 3)



; PSYCHOTRONICS REPORT
FROM MONTE CARLO

Eighteen countries were represented at the Second Bi-Annual 
Congress of the International Psychotronics Research Associates in 
Monte Carlo last July. The event provided another milestone in the 
rapidly increasing worldwide interest in Psi.

The opening general session readily indicated the need for 
unification among all Speakers.

Dr. W.H.C. Tenhaeff, the first person to hold a chair in parapsy- 
chology at Utrecht began his own work 50 years ago. “We must all strive 
together toward a humanisticpsychology andparapsychology,” he said, 
reporting European interest in funding a university of Psi in 
Luxumbourg.

Dr. Stanley Krippner, well-known Psi researcher, stated that matter, 
energy and consciousness are interconnected. “Any science that 
doesn’t include all three is inadequate.” Dr. Krippner made the highly 
significant comment; “It is the developing sense of seif that is important, 
and this discipline seems toproduce Information that brings this about.”

Dr. Montague Ullman, an honored American parapsychologist, 
pointed out that since Psi has developed in different countries we don’t 
have a common terminology. “A definite need exists to facilitate 
communication,” he explained.

Dr. Saluideo ofltaly reported there are four associations in his country 
with a major division of interest. The newest is the Italian Association for 
the Study of the Paranormal. “The group recently held a Conference 
and is attempting to bring about Cooperation between factions," he said.

Dr. John Hubacher believes interest in Poland is greatest among 
young people, especially among psychology students. Later in the 
Congress the Polish delegation presented an excellent film showing a 
12 year old girl demonstrating dermo-optic Vision (skin sight).

Dr. Terry Burrows represented The Canadian Academy for Psycho- 
tronic Research. He declared emphatically that “psychotronics” and 
“parapsychology” are NOTsynonymous in Canada. Burrows said: “We 
are here to build Psychotronics, one of the most important emergences 
in science.” He went on to say we need a new approach to ourselves. 
Then he closed his presentation with the comment: “The world is full of 
phenomena, we mustget on with the use ofit.”

Dr. Derald Langham ofthe U.S. Fallbrook, California, geneticist of30 
years research, said he is impressed by work being done in both Canada 
and the U.S. He calls his own system GENESA, meaning: “Unity of 
Energy and Consciousness, and the Maintenance ofLife.”

A Brazilian engineer, Jarbas George Marinho, said the younger 
generation is showing a great interest in Psi. “Everyone accepts 
poltergiests in Brazil, and everyone knows that reincarnation is the way 
of life.” Marinho believes success can only come with international 
Cooperation.

The final four days ofthe Congress included excellent films, displays, 
demonstrations, and hour upon hour of research reports, not very much 
new for anyone who keeps up on the literature. However, a few out- 
standing reports along with the Conference enthusiasm feit and 
expressed, left most participants with the Impression that significant 
progress is being made. Hazel Denning, Riverside, Calif.

“Psychotronics Is the science which, In an Interdlsclpllnary fashlon, studles fields of Inter-* 
actlon between people and their envlronments [Internal and extemal] and the energetlc processes 
Involved.

“Psychotronics recognlzes that matter, energy, and consciousness are Interconnected. The 
study of this Interconnection contrlbutes to new understandlngs of the human being, life process 
and matter In general.”

We [The Parapsychology Association of Riverside], have a beautlful colored film on 
poltergiests and haunted houses, taken In Canada by a Professional film maker. It Is the best of Its 
kind I have seen. PAR Is willIng to rent It to groups who would llke lt for programs. It Is really very 
outstandlng. [For Information, write to Hazel Denning, Executive Director of “PAR”, 3681 
Beechwood Place, Riverside, California 92506. Phone [714] 784-1565.
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Fourth Dimension Reachout PAGe 2
THE WONDEROUS RIFE MICROSCOPE

Royal Raymond Rife has made a significant contribution to the world of 
seeing. Through his perceptive work with circular, wedge-shaped, quartz 
crystal prisms he has been able to polarize light in such a way as to produce 
the visibility of micro-organisms beyond the ränge of electron microscopes.

Rife’s understanding of the “hetrodyning” of light enables his device to 
see far into the extreme, so-called invisible infra-red (left) and ultra-violet 
(right) ends of the color (light) spectrum. The use of a revolving control 
permits any one facet of a prism to bring light into a special, “fine tuneable” 
frequency, with all the ease of turning a radio dial. In this way, the Rife 
microscope captures light passing through a particular prism not ordinarily 
visible to the naked eye or the fifty-thousand diameter, magnifying, 
electron microscope.

In the “hetrodyning effect” light from two vibrational frequencies inter- 
play to establish two new frequencies. This medium of transposing light 
allows the Rife instrument to re-create bands of light running into the 
several higher, invisible octaves of the ultra-violet end of the scale. By con- 
trast, visible light (color) embraces scarcely a one octave ränge. Thus Rife’s 
microscope joins ultra-violet beams with other oscillations to manifest light 
in the eye of the viewer, otherwise lying beyond the realm of visibility.

The Rife microscope permits scientists to observe the living virus and 
other micro-organisms without the need for stains. Invariably when used, 
the electron microscope, stains, or both immediately kill tiny life-forms. 
Necessary study of the active germs can be easily made with the Rife 
equipment, of great benefit in modern laboratory work.

Most microscopes hold light rays in parallel movement for short 
distances. The electron microscope can’t separate the beams indefinitely 
and.ultimate distortion begins to occur. With Rife’s instrument the rays 
remain parallel without convergence, thus demonstrating incredible feats of 
high magnification.

In Rife’s work, he discovered that all bacteria or virus maintains its own 
frequency Vibration. Later he found a certain strain of cell life could 
invariably be tuned into by a prescribed setting. Rife’s unusual microscope 
made visible virus found in Poliomyelitis and cancerous tumors, previously 
invisible through any other microscope. Since these type micro-organisms 
thrive in the ränge of radiowaves in the electromagnetic spectrum their 
Progression can be observed changing from one harmful Chemical state to 
another less threatening and poses the possibility that some vibrational 
producing instrument could be employed to control their growth and 
behavior. It’s interesting to note that the once beiieved, colorless bacteria 
and vjrus do generate hues which can be translated from the seemingly 
micro-invisible world into our “seeing” rainbow light spectrum.

- Bül Cox
A PYRAMID HARMONIZES

R UNNING AUTOMOBILE
Part II

At the time I placed the 8" x 8" wire frame pyramid on 
the dash of my 1970 Volvo, I was confronted with a major 
transmission overhaul or replacement. The stick-shifting 
mechanism was stiff and uncooperative. A very disturbing 
sound of gnashing gears drowned out conversation with pas- 
sengers. Approximately 109,000 miles showed on the speedo- 
meter. Within two weeks the transmission noise had subsid- 
ed considerably and shifting became somewhat improved. An 
alert mechanic later called my attention to a scraping and 
metal on metal sound, saying: "You may have helped smooth 
the transmission problem with the pyramid but now you can 
hear the differential acting up." He said the differential 
noise was probably there all the time but the transmission 
whine and roar just drowned it out. He also predicted an 
early repair would be due on both.

Well now, the Volvo has 151,256 mile on it at this writ
ing and the transmission is quiet and operating nicely. The 
differential is a little improved and there's never been 
any major motor work done on the car during its six-year 
life. Except for a small oil leak, the car gets very good 
gas mileage and idles beautifully.

Friends who have put small wire frame pyramids near the 
windshield in the driving compartment of their car now say 
after six months to a year of testing that their autos gen- 
erally run smoother and have sustained relatively trouble 
free performance.

I don't wish to make any hasty Claims or guarantees, but 
hope to share a stränge bit of circumstantial evidence with 
■Guide readers. Of course a friendly pat on the front fen- 
der every morning and a faithful response to the cars imme- 
diate repair needs helps a great deal. I will be very in
terested to hear from any subscribers who may have a simi
lar experience to report. Watch for a future article des- 
cribing a spherical, crystal, psychical gas mileage enhancer. 
A young Frenchman Claims the device really performs. B.C.
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(2UOTES-, AND LETTERS ■

PYRAMID REPLICA INCREASES TENSILE STRENGTH OF FABRICS...? THIS IS ONE REPORT WORTH' CHECKING OUT. THE CLAIM BY ONE RESEARCHER 
ADDS THAT THE TENSILE STRENGTH IN IRON AND STEEL IMPROVES IF‘LEFT INSIDE THEPYRAMID SHAPE FROM FOUR TO SEVEN HOURS. PILOT 
SEES SUNDIAL AND RUINS NEAR HAWAllAN CRATER;.. THE MAUI MOON IN HAWAII REPORTS THE SIGHTING. THE FOREGOING MAY HAVE BEEN A 
TEMPLE IN THE VICINITY OF THE HAWAllAN CRATER "EKE." THE SHORT ARTICLE APPEARING INITHE DECEMBER 1975 ISSUE SAYS: "WE SAW AN 
AERIAL PHOTO OF THE MARVELOUS STRUCTURAL RUINS." THE GREAT PYRAMID, THE "ROSETTA STONE" OF OUR UNIVERSE.■ A VOICE FROM
ANOTHER DIMENSION, IDENTIFIED BY THE CODE NAME "TONY," ALSO REFERRED TO AS THE MEMORY BANK OF OUR PLANETARY SYSTEM, AND CHAN- 
NELED THROUGH BY A LOS ANGELES MEDIATOR, SAYS THE GREAT PYRAMID IS INDEED A UNIVERSAL TIME CAPSULE, A REPOSITORY OF GREAT AND 
ANCIENT KNOWLEDGE AND WISDOM. THE VOICE ADDS: "MODERN INSIGHTS INTO THE WAY PYRAMIDS APPEARED OVER THE EARTH'S SURFACE (WHEN 
FIRST CONSTRUCTED), WOULD REVEAL A PROFOUND, SECRET MESSAGE FOR HUMANIT.Y-," AND FURTHER STATES: "THE PYRAMID'S PURPOSE WAS AS 
A PRIME ENERGY SOURCE THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSE. IN LATER TIMES, ■ THE EGYPTIAN;s'ADAPTATION OF THE PYRAMID SERVED MORE THEIR RE- 
LIGIOUS AND CULTURAL NEEDS. DISCOVERY OF AN UNUSUAL ENERGY... J.G. GALLIMORE OF INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA RECENTLY ANNOUNCED 
HIS DISCOVERY WHILE TESTING IN THE FALL OF 1975, PROVING IN HIS ELECTRONIC LABORATORY, "THE EXISTENGE OF AN UNUSUAL ENERGY. 
THE INTERFERENCE PRODUCED BY THIS ENERGY," HE ADDS, "ON AN ELECTRONIC CONTROL HAS PROVIDED NOT ONLY THE REALITY OF ITS EXIS- 
TENCE, BUT THE CAPABILITY FOR INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS, AND THE DURATION OF EFFECT;. THE TEST," HE CONTINUES, "IS REPEATABLE, 
NOT ONLY IN MY LAB, BUT IN ANY LABORATORY HAVING NORMAL ELECTRONIC MONITOR CAPABILITY." GALLIMORE CONCLUDES: "A NEUTRAL ENH 
ERGY CHARGE EMITTED FROM A TWO POUND QUARTZ CRYSTAL HAS BEEN-DIRECTED AND FOUND TO HAVE POLARITIES, EACH DIFFERENT IN ELECTRI
CAL TESTS: MAXIMUM DURATION OF EFFECTS LASTS THIRTY FOUR MINUTES, (THE CONTROL WAS EXPOSED TO ENERGY FIVE MINUTES)" ACCORDING 
TO GALLIMORE, HE ACHIEVED THIS DISCOVERY AFTER COLLECTING, ONE BYONE, SOME-SIXTY THOUSAND CHARACTERISTICS. MIND ENERGY SUR- 
PASSES SPEED OF LIGHT... TELEPATHIC TESTS REVEAL THE IMMEDIATE PRESENCE OF PROJECTED THOUGHT, ANYWHERE, BEYOND-THE USUALLY EX- 
PECTED LIMITATIONS OF SPACE AND TIME. TELEPATHIC SIGNALS ARE SENT AND RECEIVED ON MANY LEVELS. AS WE LEARN AND EXPRESS ON 
MANY LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, OFTEN OUTSIDE THE REALMS OF CONSCIOUS.AWARENESS, A BROAD FORM OF COMMUNICATION EXISTS, EITHER 
WITH OURSELVES OR OTHER TYPES OF INTELLIGENCE. THUS WE HAVE’FEELINGS ABOUT ONE ANOTHER, NOT ALWAYS ARTICULATED, BECAUSE OF A ' 
CONSTANT FLOW OF TELEPATHIC INTERRACTION. THE TULIMULD.■ ■ A MOST ATTRACTIVE PYRAMID STRUCTURE ATTRACTS TOURISTS DRIVING ALONG 
WISCONSIN 26, THE SOUTH CITY LIMITS OF FORT ATKINSON, WISCONSIN. INCAS USED SMOKE-FILLED BALLOONS...? JIM WOODMAN OF MIAMI, 
FLA. AND JULIAN NOTT OF GREAT BRITTAIN, BELIEVE SO. THE ADVENTUROUS PAIR DUPLICATED THE FEAT BY ASCENDING FROM PERU'S PLAIN 
OF NAZCA IN A SEVEN-STORY-HIGH, ROCKET-FIN TYPE BALLOON TO TEST THEIR THEORY. WE AWAIT THEIR FINAL DETERMINATIONS. STATIC 
DISCHARGE INSIDE THE ACCUMUULTOR IS LONGER.■■ ACCORDING TO DAVID VIOLETTE, OF KIRKLAND, WASHINGTON: "WITH ORGONE MOTOR FORCE, 
EXTERNAL POWER SOURCE IS NEEDED TO START THE MOTOR, BUT ONCE STARTED, IT WILL RUN OF ITS OWN ACCORD." THE YOUNG ENGINEER 
ALSO BELIEVES ORGONE MAY BE UNI-PO1AR. VIOLETTE REVEALED THESE AND OTHER INTERESTING CONCEPTS AT A LIFE ENERGY CONFERENCE 
HELD IN TORONTO, CANADA A FEW YEARS AGO. HE ALSO PUBLISHES A NEWSLETTER CALLED "JOURNÄL-OF THE PERIPATETIC." GREENHOUSE 
BUILDERS... MICHAEL KELLEY, OF GREAT PYRAMID CHEOPS, 81A3 BIG BEND BLVD. WEBSTER GROVES, MISSOURI 63119, WRITES: "I'D BE VERY 
APPRECIATIVE IF YOU COULD PUT ME IN TOUCH WITH ANY PYRAMID GUIDE READERS WHO PLAN TO BUILD, OR WHO HAVE ALREADY CONSTRUCTED 
GREENHOUSE OR SIMILAR STRUCTURES IN THE PYRAMID STYLE." KELLEY, IS AN AVID RESEARCHER AND WILL SHARE HIS KNOWLEDGE ON THE 
SUBJECT WITH SERIOUS INVESTIGATORS. PYRAMID TO BE BUILT ATOP RADIO TRANSMITTER.,■ HAWAII BASED, WORLD TRAVELER AND QUALITY 
MEDIA-MAN, JIM OWNBY, SAYS PLANS ARE UNDERWAY TO MOÜNT THE PYRAMID‘ATOP ,A NEW TRANSMITTER .BUILDING IN THE ISLAND PARADISE. 
MAGIC MIRROR... WE HAVE HAD NUMEROUS LETTERS ASKING FOR THE ADDRESS OF THE INNER’ PLANES CO., P.O. BOX 2927 - HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 90028 
90706. "ALPHA VIBRATORY RAYS) FROM-SPACE WILL NOT PASS THROUGH PAPER.NEITHER WILL ALPHA OR BETA RAYS PASS THROUGH STEEL," 
WRITES WALTER C. RAWLS, JR. OF BIO-MAGNETICS INTERNATIONAL, INC, JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA. "NOR WILL ALPHA, BETA OR GAMMA RAYS 
PASS THROUGH LEAD. COSMIC RADIATION WILL PASS THROUGH ALL THESE COVERINGS," HE ADDS. "CONSIDER THE EFFECT THESE RADIATIONS 
MUST HAVE ON US, AND, THEREFORE, THE DIFFERENCE WHEN WE ARE PROTECTED FROM THEM. WE ARE TALKING ABOUT ALPHA, BETA GAMMA AND 
COSMIC AS USED IN PHYSICS AND NOT AS USED IN MIND CONTROL WORK."

CRYSTALS AND PYRAMIDS 
A CURIOUS CONNECTION

(continued from page 1)
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Brown’s unique crystall ball actually magnetized 
knives and forks in a Long Island, New York test 
last August.

UFO expert, Dan Fry, founder of Understand- 
ing International, speaks of the Atlantean Fire 
Crystal as part of an apportation System. 
“Tremendous forces acting over great distances 
could be readily produced by the device,” he says. 
Fry believes the fire crystal may be the basis for 
the so-called Bermuda Triangle mysteries.

.. .And Edgar Cayce readings refer to the 
TUAOI Stone, a six-sided, cylindrical shaped 
crystal, (a power unit with a pyramidal capstone), 
which apparently overcame nature’s forces, 
becoming infinite to finite energies, and thus 
establishing communication. The TUAOI Stone, 
according to Cayce, produced an impelling and 
levitative energy source capable of driving ships 
in the air, on land, sea and beneath the oceans and 
warming the homes of Atlanteans. The sun’s rays 
and intense beäms of fiery starlight presumably 
focussed through the “terrible firestone” in laser- 
like fashion. As these forces were tuned to high 
by the Atlantean high priests the disruptive 
power brought about the continent’s sinking and 
final destruction.

John Garton, Lomita, Calif. channel says: 
“Crystals have their own Personalities, specific 
unto themselves.” The crystal’s shape apparently 
determines its reaction to sound. The Cosmic 
Clock has been labeled a seed crystal, an agent of 
precipitation with its positive and negative ends 
vibrating on a eertain frequency. Uncut quartz 
crystal at its six-sided, pyramid-like tip seems to 
attract energy as seen and sensed by clairvoyants 
and clairsentient people. Rev. Robert Short, of 
the Blue Rose Ministry, Joshua Tree, Calif. 
channel and planetary researcher reports: “The 
Great Pyramid is one of the holiest objects of 
ancient times, referred to in the sound, light and 
thunder; containing a numerical and sound code 
System, and a steady pulsation rate.” According 
to Rev. Short’s contacting intelligences, “there is 
an as yet undiscovered secret chamber, 12’ x 12’ x 
9’ and contains a generative source now sealed.” 
“The crystals there will only be discovered by 
those who are in attunement with the devices and 
will harmonize their aura where all will be placed 
in motion.”

Medilum, Elizabeth Bacon, Ohio housewife, 
recently channeled the following: “Dr. Ray 
Brown’s crystal was brought from the central 
island of ATLAN, 30,000 years ago. It was 
magnetized, (this she reported before the earlier 
described, Long Island, crystal magnetizing 
incident), by ancient priests and brought forth an 
Oracle. It brings to conscious awareness a kind of 
light,” she went on, “and is a communicator. Dr.

—
Brown’s crystal ball can scramble and unscramble 
language faster than one can think. It is 
impregnated with the wisdom and essences of the 
Hierarchy and tuned to all planets.”

Stonehenge is also believed to be a highly 
magnetized site, as are the Great Pyramid, 
Serpent Mound and Sphinx. They may have been 
erected to help stabilize our earth in its ancient 
spin and orbital movement. If astrologers, 
mediums, mediators, psychics and knowledgeable 
esotericists are correct, Michigan channel, Irene 
Rucinski, says, “Dr. Brown’s crystal is one of six, 
and two more are yet to be found.” “His crystal 
ball,” she says, “was used as a directional beam to 
make contact. There are Beings, not in your 
dimension, or on your planet, who have been 
waiting eons for contact; waiting to bring forth 
great knowledge to those on earth; to those who 
are in evolved States of consciousness and will 
apply it for humanitarian purposes.

VITAL SPRINGS OF LIFE
(continued from page 1)

Hot Springs and Spas throughout the world 
have been used for healing and rejuvenation 
purposes by humanity. Their recorded use dates 
back into ancient times, the Druids in Great 
Britain, Greece, the Roman conquests, Alexander 
the Great and throughout countless generations 
of North and South American Indians. “The 
Fountain of Youth flows from within too,” says 
Wingate.



ARTHUR MATTHEWS.. .Canadian Protege of the 
late electrical genlus, Nikola Tesla.

To Bill Cox,
Enclosed you will find the colour slides — they 
have been many places — photographed by Mr. W. 
Smith in 1959. He was at the time appointed by the 
Canadian government to head the department for 
investigations of UFO activity.
Up to the time I produced the paintlngs, I knew 
nothing about oil palnting. But during a Blble 
study, I was urged to paint a set of pictures, of 
places mentloned in the book of “Acts,” which 
hold the key, not only to St. Paul’s teaching, but 
also to unlock the mystery of Nikola Tesla’s inven
tions, which so far, our engineers have been 
unable to develop. These include sending elec
trical power over a great distance with less than 
two percent loss, without wires (wireless trans- 
mission of energy); the volce operated typewriter 
and a thousand others. Apart from dolng the 
brushwork, something appeared in the pictures 
which were beyond my control — the key to 
Tesla’s inventions.

Sincerely,
Arthur Matthews, electrical engineer, 

Lac Beauport, Quebec, Canada

PYRAMID NEAR THE ROMAN WALL.. .Another 
of Mr. Matthews oils, reproduced from a color 
slide, showing the quallty of Inspired guidance 
flowing through the consciousness of a compas- 
sionate, intelligent, but untrained artist.

TESLA LAB... A remarkable oll by Mr. Matthews. 
It is one of a set of ten loaned to the 'Guide for 
reproduction and containing a key to Nikola 
Tesla’s greatest inventions.

DR. NORMAN EMERSON [R]...of Toronto Uni
versity, a ploneer in the field of Intuitive 
archeology with Bill Cox (L) Guide, Editor-Pub- 
lisher. Photo taken In Clearwater, Florida, April 
1975, where both men lectured at the Psi Inter
national Conference. Dr. Emerson has written 
several papers on his Important studies and field 
work locating archeological sites and gatherlng 
previously unknown Information through the 
assistance of psychically developed individuals.

PSYCHIC ARCHEOLOGY 
Intuitive Archeology: A Psychic Approach

Dr. J.N. Emerson, Dept. of Anthropology, 
Unlverlty of Toronto, in his recent papers 
describes his own first-hand experlences with 
psychics, as follows:

"It Is my convictlon that I have received 
knowledge about archeological artifacts and 
slghts from a psychic Informant who relates this 
information to me without any evidence of the 
conscious use of reasonlng.

“This paper holds that Intuitive or psychic 
knowledge Stands as a viable alternative to the 
knowledge obtained by the more traditlonal 
methods of Science.”

Emerson’s paper evaluated by Dr. J.B. Rhine, 
retired, of Duke University, goes on...

“Intuitive Archeology does not seem to be 
based upon a learning process. It seeks to bring 
the descriptions of archeology and parapsy- 
chology together Into a meaningful study of 
human pre-history.

“My friend, George McMullen could ‘psycho- 
metrize' artifacts holding an object in his hand, 
concentrate upon it and then relate details about 
its history and the clrcumstances surrounding the 
object.

“It is my conviction that we are on the verge of 
a new, human revolution — one which may 
proceed further than any of us yet fully realize. 
We’ve had glimpses of it throughout human 
history; it has been manifested in the lines and 
utterances of great men, prophets, seers, sages, 
scientists, musicians, artists and world 
leaders...

.." The revolution is the mergence of two great 
historical tradltions — the wedding or welding of 
Intuition and Science.

“I believe that as we pursue such studies we 
will encounter new forces which will draw us out
ward into the galaxles of Infinite time and space to 
a new understanding of man in the mysterious, 
beautlful and as yet unexplained scheme of 
things. I commend such studies to you with 
enthusiasm, caution and humility.”

EXCITING I I I INFORMATIVE . . . Watch for 
future issues of the Pyramid Guide, illuminating 
many new and previously unpublished articles 
on... Pyramids and Pyramidology, Life, Pyramid 
and Form Energies, Crystals as Telepathic 
Communicative Devices, Mind Controlling Matter, 
Ancient Initiations in the Great Pyramid, 
Levitation, Dowsing, Alchemical Transmutation, 
Personal Portraits of some of the Most 
Knowledgeable People in the Spiritual and 
Ancient, Esoteric Sciences; Music and Color of 
the Spheres, and a wealth of carefully selected, 
reported Interviews and higher sense perception 
research, most beautifully illuetrated, hopefully, 
to bring a greater measure of awareness and joy 
into the lives of our cherished, Pyramid Guide 
readers.

WORDS FROM A PYRAMIDOLOGIST 4 
by Bernard Pietsch
THE MEANING OF THE GREAT PYRAMID.
The Pyramid is a Statement that a former civiliza- 
tlon solved Problems we ourselves now face and 
have not yet solved.
It is quite clear the entire pyramid is a reposltory of 
knowledge and wlsdom. Bullt for the express 
purpose of communlcatlng to Beings at some later 
time the results of that civlllzatlons’ effort to 
understand the nature In which it lived. For those 
who hold to reincarnatlon as “fact” we might 
conjecture these people who built the pyramid 
“knew” they would return at some later time, and 
would reacqulre the Information they had attained 
at a prior time. If reincarnatlon Is a truth, then we 
may be the people of that former time and can now 
Claim our prior product.
THE LANGUAGE OF THE PYRAMID.
The language of the pyramid Is the slmplest 
posslbleform of communication. In geometry It Is 
the ratio of length to width as glvlng the tanqent 
and cötangent, sine and coslne, of preclse 
numbers which relate to angles, cyoles, values 
and derlved Inferences as values coalesce Into 
meaning beyond the context of the Idiom.

THE PRIME INDICATOR, THE “COMMON CUBIT” 
OF 20.6
The common cubit of 20.6 Inches Is only one of 
the values of the cubit as an Instrument. The cubit 
is similar to a “probe”. When a preclse length or 
width, or repetltlon Is discovered in the pyramid, 
the number of 20.6 may be divlded into the number 
or length, or It may be multipled by the common 
cubit number.

APPROXIMATE RE-CREATION.. .of Howard 
Menger’s self-destruction energy device with 
flying disc. Articulately described in his 1959 book 
“From Guter Space’.' Menger invited scientists to 
“detect,” if possible, “a key” capable of 
discovering some type of free primary energy 
which emitted “a spining, bluish light.” A second 
attempt to reconstruct the model failed to produce 
the original levitative effect.

At a later date, Menger said he was able to 
duplicate the original test without movement, 
however he claimed, “the disc produced a glow.”

As though controlled or directed, Menger said 
he spontaneously built the first instrument which 
would, when completed, rest within the shape of 
an Imaginary pyramid. Once he made the final 
hookup, the aluminum plate was surrounded by a 
bluish, spinning light, immediately rislng from the 
plywood base, ripping through a ceiling of alumi
num paper, deflected off the rooftop and returned 
to its original position in the wooden platform with 
a heavy thud. At the same time it nearly destroyed 
the assembly. Menger suggested “space people 
knew of this power,” permeating all fields around 
us, “waiting to be tapped.”

COPPER WIRES FORMING CROSS ON DISC
WITH I/8" CLEARANCE NEAR DISC EGGE

BRASS CAP FROM FLASH
LIGHT BATTERY

IO" DIAMETER ALUMINUM DISC

■T-
PLYWOOD BASE



Dean BtU.,
...7 also enjoyed veny muck the antl- 

ale on Gib Mllne, Canadlan, amateun 
Hontleutist. Howeven, thene Is one 
sentenee tn that antlcle that I feit 
T just had to make comment on. Quote 
"Healthlen plants can be expected to 
attnact mone pests." Tt Is neaUy 
amazlng to me that people wonklng so 
closely wtth natune do not anders tand 
hen laws. The law of natune ts swn- 
vtval of the flttest. Bugs only attack 
unhealthy plants-they do not attack 
healthy plants. Onganle gandenens have 
known thts fon many, many yeans. When 
the soll Ls bullt up wstng only natunal 
fenttlizens and compost, then lt con- 
tatns evenythlng the plant needs to be 
healthy, and a healthy plant does not 
attnact the bugs and pests which ane 
natunes scavengens. I was dellghted wtth 
hts wonk using the Pynamid. Undoubt- 
edty the Pynamid enengy glves the plant 
the same enengy as a good healthy soll 
does. This Ls just fantastle. At Limes 
T am awed that I live in this age when 
such manvelous tnuth and Light ane again 
being given to manklnd. Thanks again 
fon youn exciting Newsletten, l look 
fonwand to eveny issue of Pynamid Guide.

Manganet Osbunn, 
Hynum, Utah 

Dean Sin,
T have enjoyed neadlng the many fas- 

clnatlng anticles in the fabulous 
Pynamid Guide. Though some of the 
anticles ane pnetty deep fon me to wnden- 
stand. T do have the patle.nce. to tny 
compnehending things so some of Lt is 
bound to nub off. So fon T have enected 
a ten foot pynamid in my enclosed patio 
and find it beneflcial fon my wife, hen 
slsten and myself when we lie unden the 
form on the patio divan as we nest and 
meditate. I look fonwand to futune pub
lications with expeetation. Thank you.

L.E. Lathnop, 
Sylman, Califonnia

CRYSTAL PENDULUMS... WITH CHAIN AND RING 
ATTACHED...ALSO AMETHYST, FASHIONED FROM 
BRAZILIAN QUARTZ. STATE YOUR PREFERENCE. 
EACH POSTAGE PAID IN THE U.S. @ $6.95 
Foreign ordere: Add $1.00 handling cosTs.

PAGE 5
Üeo/t M/t. Cox,

I am veny gnateful to be able 'to write to youn.may I add because of the. klndness 
of M/m . Betty Moseby—who sent me youn addness. Tt was wtth gneat interest that I 
read aboat the Pyramid, because old Egypt has ((azcxnaied me d0/L yeans. Bat T have 
never had the good fortune to be able to go--T have longed to go--ever since I had 
a dream some yeans ago. T was flying tn some Strange cnaft {this was during the tast 
wat by the way.) 1 should mention first of aM. T. could hear my name being ealled, 
and tt was still being ealled as I was fatling through what T ean only desenibe as 
a vontex) The next thing... T (aas flying tn this small, queen little thtng al- 
though tt didn't seem unusual in my dneam. A man sttting by my side was dnivlng 
the vehiele. He was smlling and l nememben. 7 was veny happy. His elothes were 
unusual veny bright eolouns. I eoutd see eoloun. We passed oven. a native bazaan, 
I eoutd see Bedoutns tn their flowlng nobes.. T knew whene T was betng taken--we 
headed stnalght out to the des ent—to the Pyramids. .1 reaehed the Pynamid, and 
stood by tt—wtth a key tn my hand tn front of a door—and then I woke up'. Thene 
was no reason fon thts dneam--at the time nothing was further fnom my mtnd. I had 
never dneamt anything like tt befone--non have T stnee. But—I have never fon- 
gotten tt and as the yeans have past T have been .dnawn towands them, atmost as 
though they had some message to gtve o/i at least some link. T know that eountless 
people yearly, go and vtew these silent sentinels, wtth mixed feetings maybe— 
but to me they ane not just ancient monuments. T belleve they have somethtng to 
tell--maybe wisdom such as we have neveti known, and those who have their mlnds closed 
will never know. I have feit fon years, thene was somethtng I shoald know, well 
I have been seeklng and leanned things, and then 1 leanned about you and youn 
Pynamlds'. Can you teach me to bulld a Pynamid? ... I am not a mathematidan, 
if lt takes one--but 7 am sune that lt ts mone than mene chance that I shoutd have 
read about you. And if fon some neason I couldn't enten {pynamlds) then-- l feel 
the time ts night fon me to do so now'. 7 put the whole thlng In youn veny capable 
hands. T'm sune you ean advdse me, and maybe bring a dneam into neality. Whateven 
the punpose of lt was then—maybe 7 shall find out. Sineenely hoping to hear fnom 
you. T am youns faithfully, Mrs. Eileen Cnaven, West Vonkshtne, England

Dear Mnz. Cnaven,
Vou mlght be intenested In jolnlng own May 1-17, 1976 expedition-toun to the Gneat Pyna
mid. We Live In exciting times, an ena of exinaondtnany anelent ne-dtsaoveny. The News- 
letten puts us tn toueh wtth numenous people having metaphysical tntenest on expentenees 
assocl.ate.d wtth the Gneat Pynamid and model nepnesentatlons. The quantlty and quality of 
as yet unpubtlshed Information neady fon futune Issues of the Pynamid Guide pnomlses a 
definite nelnfoncement of the theme of yoan dneam. Vou ane not alone In' thts unge to ex- 
plone the deepen meaning of youn vlslons. Thene ane thoasands of us, you may be assuned. 
Wtth klndest negands, Bill Cox

i

PURE QUARTZ CRYSTAL from Brazil and 
Madagascar.. .carefully chosen and beautifully 
formed with artistic and loving care. All pendants, 
crosses, pendulums and crystal balls fashioned by 
a skilled lapidarlast- biocrystallographer. Crystals 
come in cltrine, smoke, rutllated, amethyst, 
angel’s halr and clear quartz pieces...lf a 
diamond Is forever, the crystal (nearly as hard), 
and sparkling clear, Is eternal; created mllllons of 
years ago in the earth by nature (God) for the 
immortal wearer.. .Crystal selectlon shown by 
appointment. Phone (213) 985-2574 or write to 
"Ancient Mysteries” P.O. Box 1929, North 
Hollywood, Calif. 91604.

JUST RETURNED FROM BRAZIL. . .Dr. T. Galen 
Hieronymus, presented a month-long serles of 
higher energy workshops with engineer, Mauro 
Pinhiero and Bill Cox, 'Guide editor. The tour 
included appearances before parapsychological 
groupsand Interested Individuals in Brazil’s major 
eitles of Rio, Sao Paulo, Belo Horizonte and 
others. The large turnouts indicate a growing 
Intensity of interest In paraphyslcs and the 
esoteric Sciences In South America.

SWAMI BUA...Often referred to as the “Human Pretzel,” demonstrates 
some super-human contortions at the Long Island. N.Y. Festival of Esoteric 
Sciences and Yoga. The Swami performed a twist-around physical feat, that 
glves one the Illusion his Shoulder sockets and wrlst joints are gyrating on 
swivels. Swami Bua, truly eighty years young has the physique of a well 
developed thlrty-year-old man.



PAGE 6IHUUUHI AFFECTS PLANT GROWTH 
by Jack Pettet Painesville, Ohio

On the farm where I was ralsed, we planted according to astrological 
signs but never thought of cosmic influences in relationship to people. The 
Idea anybody can be anything they deslre to be was embedded in my logic. 
“We have free will," was our family philosophy.

Then I read a book of serious experiments conducted by Dr. Franklin 
Loehr.

I set up an experiment to determlne If directed conscious thought 
energy could Indeed affect plant life. This invoived the application of 
directed mental thought daily to one tray of green bean seeds, with no 
thlnking directed fororagainst the seeds in the growth control tray.

One limitation implied that anyone who thought of the experiment could 
affect the course of its outcome. Apparently, stance or a Faraday cage 
cannot insulate this type experiment from outside interference.

Another variable was my limited ability to concentrate and control 
various emotions. This was compensated for, prior to the experiment, by 
concentration exerclses.

A third variable not controlled completely, was the variance of 
nutritlonal value in each seed according to Its Individual genetic 
composition. This effect was reduced to a mlnimum by the use of a large 
number of seeds: Slxty were chosen as uniform In size, shape, texture, and 
color as possible.

The equlpment used: a plastlc waterlng cup; two light pale green trays 
two inches deep by eight Inches wide and thlrty Inches long; four mats of 
sterile cotton all cut from the same package; and slxty green bean seeds.

Cold tap water ran for at least 15 seconds prior to fIlling the first cup of 
water to clear any minerals or particles that may have settled in the water 
line. The trays were watered at 10 p.m. on an alternate basis. One night the 
control group was watered first; the following night the experimental group 
received first waterlng. Both trays were given exactly a cup of water daily. I 
poured the water by dribbllng It back and forth across the cotton.

To be eertain nutritlonal residue of any type was not adhering to trays, I 
scrubbed both with soap water and rinsed well. In both trays cotton mats 
were layed In the bottom and up along one side of the tray where the seeds 
were placed. After the green bean seeds were posltloned along one side of 
the cotton they were covered by another Strip of cotton. This was done to 
insure that the seeds received no soll or external nutrlment other than 
nourishment In the water, with no fertilizer used.

I fllpped a coln to decide which tray to mark for the experiment and the 
other for control. Since both trays were Identical In color a mark was placed 
on the experimental tray, (a small round band-ald) to aid the experimenter in 
keeping his concentration directed to the right Container.

The trays were placed side by side on top of the refrigerator. I rotated 
them each day to keep the differences in atmospheric condltion at a mini- 
mum. The experimental group received my concentrated mental thought 
energy 15-30 minutes daily, each morning at 6:30 a.m. with both trays 
present. The experiment lasted 11 days.

Before I sent mental thought energy to the seeds, I first attempted to 
generate or build up energy tn myself, first trying to completely relax my 
entire body. I followed this process by taking approxlmately fourteen deep 
breaths, at the same time holding the thought or image of my body preparing 
to receive energy. Next, I tried to generate love energy by thlnking about my 
children, recalling when one of them exhlbited affectlon by hugging me and 
saying, “Daddy, I love you!” When I bullt up this warm feeling of love, I 
switched my thoughts direetly to the seeds, visuallzlng the energy leavlng 
my fingertips and going to the plants, encouraging them to grow hardlly. 
Whenever I feit the warm feeling dwlndling, I wouid again thlnk of the child 
love expression to bring it back, communicating positive mental thought 
energy to the green beans. I never allowed negative ordoubtlng thoughts to 
enter my mind.
CONCLUSION

When the test of signiflcance was applied at the .05 level, higher than 
1.684 was required to be slgnlflcant. When the test was applied to the 
experimental group, the seeds rated t = 3.58 with 29 degrees of freedom.

The seed growth in the experimental group was so hlghly slgnlflcant 
that the percentage probablllty that this could have happened by pure chance 
are less than 5 out of 10,000. I have to conclude In the case of this experi
ment, seeds were significantly affected by some form of invisible energy.

However, the experiment still leaves many questions unanswered. How 
the energy affects the plants is not known; if emotion of love, the conscious 
thoughts directed to the plants, or combination of the two caused the effect. 
Whether the conscious thought generates or attracts the energy to the per- 
son. Could It be that emotion generatds the energy and mind directs It? The 
experiment indicated that energy can consciously be directed.

MORE ON THE TESLA-SCOPE AND ENERGIES 
by Don Reed

Tesla's "Cosmic Ray" (the Truth), is itself the prime 
function of Universal (etheric) Principle. It is similar, 
if not identical to Wilhelm Reich's "Cosmic Orgone Energy"; 
immediate energy derivatives and higher vibratory modula- 
tions of the "Truth" and forms the basis for Baron 
Reichenbach' s "Odic Light'.1 It corresponds to all so-called 
"Psychic Phenomena" and "Form Energy" effects. These ener
gies are also present in the pyramid, cone and other geo- 
metric structures.

The grossest vibratory de-modulations of Truth result in 
electrical and magnetic energies, light (incandescence), 
and finally in cosmic rays. They also precipitate atomic 
and sub-atomic particles.

J.R.R. Searl, applied these principles in his operational 
"levity disc," where cosmic (free energy) provided the levi- 
tational potential developed in the craft. Also, see the 
highly technical but inspiring The Principles of Ultra 
Relativity by Shinichi Seike.

TESLA-SCOPE, 1967 MODEL - 6’ LONG, 4” DIAMETER
A THIRD MODEL, COMPLETELY NEW DESIGN BY ARTHUR MATTHEWS
1. Audio Output 2. Ampllfler 3. Converter 4. Filter-Gas Chamber 5. Filter 
6. Received Energy Control 7. Automatic Control Chamber 8. Head “Q" 
Glass Filter

The Tesla scope for space communication, with Intelligences on the planet 
Venus, first concelved by Nikola Tesla In 1898, and first bullt In 1918, from 
Sketches made by Arthur Matthews, appearing In his book, “Wall of Light.”

difference Jack Pettet’s love prayer produced in growth of bean sprouts In 
the experimental tray (R). Unloved Controls barely get started by comparison.

“Q” glass vacuum tube enclosed In a9’ long, 5” diameter, wooden box.
1. Audio Output 2. Pick up 3. Converter 4. Automatic control chamber 
5. Gas chamber 6. Converter 7. Received energy control 8. Dark room 
9. Head (Q-glass fllter).

Tesla scope, modlfled, smaller Version of the original bullt by Tesla and 
Matthews in 1918. Matthews bullt the second of three such Instruments In 
1938, then rebullt it in 1947. The latest design, constructed in 1967 per 
Illustration shown here, adapted the use of microminlature parts, reduclng 
the scope to a 6’ long, 4” diameter slze. The device Is energized by cosmic 
rays« One message received from “Beings” In space said: “You cannot 
receive our message on your regulär radio Systems, but we hope others will 
glve due honor to Tesla, and succeed In bulldlng his scope by means 
enabllng us to pass on our vital message In the dark days ahead.”
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PYRAMID ENERGY
Ji SCIENCE
J LAB

NICK EDWARDS ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS, INC. [NEES] A totally new 
concept In Pyramid Design, harnesslng the effects of the Pyramid for 
modern living. The technology of antenna radlatlon offers an expandable, 
Pyramid Grld System to fit any environment. Our matrix antenna Systems of 
aluminum alloy focus energy flows to a point of concentrated energy below. 
Upright Collector Pyramid Included.. .Custom Slzes Available.

8222 Nestle Ave., UnltG.
_____________________ Reseda, California 91335

mA1““
Just Released! Absolutely Unique!

Our NEW PYRAMID ENERGY SCIENCE LAB KIT is the ONLY 
Science Kit that gives you all the materials necessary to 
explore the mysteriös of Ancient Science and brings a new 
approach to your lab curriculae.
Use the accurate replica PYRAMID to perform dozens of

THE MAGNETIC EFFECT, (Davis-Rawls) A sci- 
entific presentation of the applications of magne
tism, and its profound humanitarlan qualities. 
Hardbound @ $6.00.
MAGNETISM AND ITS EFFECTS ON THE LIVING 
SYSTEM. (Davis-Rawls) The authors-researchers, 
continue to present brand new( scientific dis
coveries while rediscovering the hidden meaning 
and potentials of the ancient Science of magnetism, 
its energy balancing and stimulafing effects on or- 
ganisms and life forms. Hardbound @

PYRAMID FORM PRODUCES SUPER-PLANTS... 
3 C-60 cassette tapes © $5.95 each. “Gib" Milne, 
renowned, Toronto plant grower teils Bill Cox how 
he supercharges plants and Vegetation with pyra
mid energy, acupuncture and ele^trpculture tech- 
niques; discoveries, monumental in scope, (see 
story in No. 18 July-August '75 Pyramid Guide 
Newsletter. Order c/o The Pyramid Guide.

DOWSING HANDBOOKS, MAP DOWSING and 
OIL LOCATING, Cameroh and Cox at $2.75 each, a 
unique, functional Dowsing approach at a 
distance. AQUAVIDEO, Locatlng Underground 
Water, in soft cover, Cameron and Cox at $4.95. 
One of the most comprehensive, step-by-step, 
fully illustrated Dowsing. methods ever written. 
Order above from El Cariso Publications, P.O. Box 
1929, Studio City, Calif. 91604.
THE ORIGINAL CAMERON AURAMETER... 
world's most sensitive Dowsing instrument... 
twenty years in its development, and an effective 
experimental Dowsing device. The AURAMETER is 
lifetime guaranteed against defects, workmanship 
assured. .. Over 4,500 in use throughout the world 
today. The AURAMETER is a combinatlon Water 
Compass, Welghing Device and Upright Pendu
lum. El Cariso Publications, sole manufacturer —
$49.50 postage paid. Write for free descriptive 
brochure, c/o Pyramid Guide.

The CAMERON AURAMETER $49.50 and ’PETRO- 
LEOMETER $195.00. Ingenious, Dowsing Instru
ments, For Divining Treasure, Ore, Underground 
Water, Buried & Lost Objects. Auras, Etheric 
Rays, Beams, Missing Persons, Pets, *Oil - Gas, 
and Hidden Substances.
BAC^SSUE^O^ni^PYRAMI^GUIDE 
NEWSLETTER.. .in any combination or serles... 
Issues number 1, Sept.-Oct. 1972 through Number 
20, Nov.-Dec. 1975 while they last...still at .75 
Cents each. Order now before rising reprint costs 
increase to impending prlceof $1.00 each. Current 
enlarged edltlon #21, Jan.-Feb. 1976, and subse
quent Issues at $1.00 per, until further notice. 
Order current and back copies of the newsletter 
from: The Pyramid Guide, P.O. Box 1929, Studio 
City, Calif. 91604.

BACK ISSUES OF THE PYRAMID QUIDE 
NEWSLETTER.. .In any combination or 
serles.. .Issues Number 1, Sept.-Oct. 
1972 through Number 20, Nov.-Dec. 1975 
— ,75c each. Enlarged edltlon #21, 
Jan.-Feb. 1976, and subsequent Issues 
at $1.00 per. Order from: The Pyramid 
Guide, P.O. Box 1929, Studio City, Calif.
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For o listing of over 25 Pyramid Related 
Dooks ond more than 30 Pyramid 

Products pleose send 2 stamps to: 
PYRAMIDS

8143 ■ PG Big Bend 
St. Louis, Mo. 63119

L THE,

CHECK PAYABLE TO

MEDITATION PYRAMID, Corners assembly for 
easy construction of your own open-frame model. 
Cast aluminum connectors receive ends of pre- 
determined, pre-cut tubing lengths, (angles 
always remain the same regardless of the frame- 
works height — up to 12 ft. or more.) Tubings may 
be bought at your local plumbing, electrical shop, 
home improvement center or hardware störe..

FULL KITS, corners and 8 piece connecting Steel 
tubings to readily assemble an approximate 4 foot 
high model available, (postage due mailing) 
$95.00.
5 CORNERS ONLY (postage paid by Sender) 
$75.00.
Complete instructions furnished with each corner 
set purchased. Write for descriptive brochure or 
Order from: El Cariso Publications, P.O. Box 1929, 
Studio City, Calif. 91604.

ALL COPPER TUBING, MEDITATION PYRAMID, 
with 12” base-all copper capstone.. .approximate 
six foot base meditation model, four feet high. 
Full kit $100.00. Add $5.50 for postage and 
handling In the U.S.A. Foreign postage and 
handling chgs. furnished upon request. Master 
Charge o.k. c/o The ’Gulde, P.O. Box 1929, Studio 
City, Calif. 91604.

LOOK THROUGH. .. A remarkable autobiography
of self-realization by David Manners, one-time
Hollywood actor who walked away from a starring 
motion picture role, looking inward to find his own 
reality. Soft-cover $3.95, hard-bound $4.95. Order
from The Pyramid Guide, P.O. Box 1929, Studio
City, Calif. 91604. GUIDE SIZE INCREASED

With increasing prlnting, 
mailing and production costs, it is now necessary 
to raise the individual issue prlce to $1.00 and the 
yearly new and renewal subscription rate of $6.00 
domestic, and $7.00 foreign. ’

fascinating and astöunding experimants, Including those 
found in the exciting paperback edltlon of THE GUIDE TO 
PYRAMID ENERGY!

EACH KIT INCLUDES:
"THE GUIDE TO PYRAMID 
ENERGY”
6" Base Heavy Cardboard 
Pyramid
Container of Seeds
Two Magnets and
“Magnetic Dust”

#510 Complete Kit — Suggested Retail $9.95
PYRAMID POWER-V, Dept. 5

3015 Nebraska Santa Monica, California 90404

12" Base Open Frame 
Pyramid
Brine Shrimp, Water 
Preparation
Two Planiing Trays and Soil
Compass and Complete 
Instructions

fhies^pirituaHindscienüficTSrSiOTTrtte^^^Sielcr

SUBSCRIPTION FORM 

rv>‘v„a CHIMES
I n c.

One year (12 issues) $7.50 
Canadian and jForezgn Subscrzptions $9. 50

Server

AFTER THOUSANDS OF YEARS of waitlng, those 
In the Spirit Worlds finally give us additional 
Information about the Great Creator, gods, lords, 
angels: their atmospherean, etherean and 
nirvanian worlds; their factories, hospltals, 
librarles, schools; spirlts, materlalizatlon, reln- 
carnation, resurrectlon and many other universal 
mysteries. Now in OAHSPE for $7.50 ppd. or 
enlarged pages type edltlon for $12.50 ppd. Order
today c/o K. Emmons.. .1720 S. King Ave., 
Lakeland, Fla. 33803.
Th"e'"n‘eW. .................................. ..
UFO NEWS AND VIEWS ON A WORLDWIDE SCOPE. 
INDEPTH REPORTING ON PARANORMAL EVENTS. 

WE INVESTIGATE THE UNKNOWN, THE UNEX- 
PLA.INED AND THE UNEXPLORED. $5.00 PER 
YEAR S $6.00 FOREIGN. JOAN O'CONNELL, 
EDITOR. SUBSCRIBERS WRITE.: 4280-68TH 
AVE. NORTH, PINELLAS PARK, FLA. 33565

HERE and NOW
• The Uni-Com Calendar — glvlng times, places, 

fees & descrlptions of hundreds of classes, 
fllms, lectures & Services every month.

• A guide to organlzatlons, counselors & teachers 
in your area.

One year $6.50 prepaid ($7 if billed). Two years 
$11.50 prepaid ($12 billed). Foreign: $10 per year, 
UNI-COM, Box 11716-A, Palo Alto, Ca. 94306
MAN WITH AURAMETER WILL TRAVEL.....
WATER WELL LOCATING... using “Aquavideo" 
methods personally taught by the late, Dowsing 
mentor, Verne L. Cameron; also available for 
Dowsing, Pyramid energies, lectures and Work
shops. For further Information write to Bill Cox, 
P.O. Box 1929, Studio City, Calif. 91604.

PLEASE NOTE: PRICES AS ADVERTISED 
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.



FIVE HUNDRED FOOT-HIGH PYRAMID SHOW- 
PLACE...to be constructed near the Great 
Pyramid on the Giza plain near Cairo, Egypt. The 
artist’s rendition on the left has been labeled a 
“Golden Pyramid,” made pf glass and seven 
Stories high. A monorail will lift visitors up into 
the inferior apex area, revealing different periods 
in history at various stops and along the gradual 
climb.
The three-hundred million dollar project is a joint 
venture between the Egyptian government with 
Triad, the Saudi conglomerate owned by 
Khashoggi and Sunnyland. A nearby trade center 
and related development runs this particular 
project’s cost to $700 million. The adjacent com
plex includes an airport, casinos, nightclübs and a 
large hotel. But most exciting is the plan to 
recreate In miniaturized form the Nile River and 
perhaps the worlds greatest museum inside the 
Great Pyramid model representation.

MODERN DAY MAN’S PLAN...to construct a 
model likeness of the Great Pyramid among the 
Giza pyramids. Developers In Cooperation with 
Egyptian authorities call for an agreement to build 
a $460 million dollar tourist city. Southern Pacific 
Properties Ltd., a Hong Kong based Company have 
drawn plans for flve hotels comprising 1,800 
rooms, tourist villages and villas, public parks, 
artificial lakes and a championship caliber golf 
course.
At the same time, the Egyptian government is 
proceeding with a project labeled Jolliville, a $4.6 
million village near the Egyptian pyramid site. It 
will be built, starting in March, If present plans 
evolve, on a plateau in the vicinity of the ancient 
pyramids. Jolliville will be managed by the Swiss 
hotel Chain Movenpick.
There seems to be some mixed feelings about the 
proposed developments by Arabs, who cherish the 
presence of the Giza plain's antiquity. Developers 
have assured them the planned project would be 
far enough away from the pyramids to preserve its 
open space mystique.


